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Dear parents and children,   

We hope that you are keeping well and enjoying the sunshine as well 

as doing a little bit of school work!  It’s hard to believe that we are 

now in the month of June and have been away from school for over 

two months now. We enjoy hearing from you by email and seeing the 

great work being done at home on the best work wall on the school 

website.  We know that by doing some school work each day, it will 

help you to remember all that you have learned so far this year in 

school.  

Thank you to all the parents for going to the school to collect the 

school books.  This will make working at home more manageable.  We 

really appreciate the hard work that you are doing at home and are 

very proud of all the children.  

 You can continue to do maths on IXL.com and if you didn’t get a user 

name or password if you email us, at addresses below and we will give 

you one. 

Extra reading is also available on 

https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/user/sign_up.htmls.com. , 

https://connect.collins.co.uk/school/teacherlogin.aspx  Reading 

every day is so important and reading online is a nice change from 

https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/user/sign_up.htmls.com
https://connect.collins.co.uk/school/teacherlogin.aspx


books.  We are attaching a page with instructions to help the 

children complete a new Phonic Vowel Booklet that was included with 

the school books.  

There are also some other fun learning experiences that can be 

completed at home to help you to learn new skills.  Here are some 

suggestions of activities that you could do : 

 Learn how to tie laces 

 Learn how to make rice krispie buns 

 Sweep the floor 

 Match the socks 

 Tidy your bed room 

 Learn a new dance 

If you would like to choose something from the above list and send 

us an email with a photo of we would really love to hear from you and 

see all the fun that you are having.  

 Mrs Kilcoyne also has an address if the children who attend her 

would like to get in touch. Our addresses are:  

Ms Kilcoyne : stjosephslearning15@gmail.com 

Ms Caffrey / Ms McManus : stjosephsroom3A@gmail.com 

Ms Kane : Seniorinf5@gmail.com  

 

We look forward to hearing from you and seeing more of your 

wonderful work.  

 

Kind regards,  

Ms McManus, Ms Caffrey & Ms Kane 

 

mailto:Seniorinf5@gmail.com


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Suggested Work for week June 1st – June 5th 

 

Monday 1st June : 

Enjoy the Bank Holiday and hopefully the sun shines today !!  

 

Tuesday 2nd June : 

English :  

Spellings : Spell the words : hot, spot, not 

Writing: write a sentence for hot, spot and not 

Phonics : Just phonics pgs 74 “aw” sound,  see if you can think of 

your own 3 words that have “aw” sound. 

Reading : Read from a book or online for 10 minutes 

 

Gaeilge : 

Bua na Cainte Pg 41: An Teilifís : Read the poem “Sliobar Slabar 

Sliobar “ and join the dots to draw the tobar (well)  



 

Maths :  

Planet Maths : pg 121, adding 3 numbers, use the pictures to help or 

use some concrete objects eg toy blocks  

Religion: 

Grow in Love pgs 62 & 63 Mary  

 

P.E.  

We have attached some activity cards for Sports Week, these 

activities may me completed outside and are great fun ! 

 

 

 

 

 

Wednesday 3rd June 

English  

Spellings : Spell words : cot, lot, shot  

Writing :Just  Handwriting Book Page 44, K X F E  

Reading :10 minutes reading with an adult  

Phonics : Just Phonics page 75 “aw” sound, match and write. 

 

Gaeilge :  

Say the poem pg 41 (Bua na Cainte)   



 

Maths :  

Capacity : have a look around your kitchen, find containers that hold 

liquid and see which one holds the most liquid 

Planet Maths : page 122 , discuss which container holds more and 

which holds the least and colour the picture. 

 

Sese :  

Small world p. 43 Name the parts of the fish 

Rainbow fish : (see Rainbow Fish read by Ernest Borgnine on 

youtube) https://youtu.be/r9mryuEKkKc  

 

Art :  

Draw and decorate your own fish, you might like to add silver scales 

by using tinfoil like Rainbow Fish has. 

___________________________________________________

_______________________________________________ 

 

 

Thursday 4th June  

English :  

Spell the words : rot, dot & trot 

Oral language : Rainbow Oral language activity Book pg 60 & 61.  

Discuss the circus:  what do you see?  how many people can you 

name? Would you like to go the circus ? 

https://youtu.be/r9mryuEKkKc


Phonics : Phonic Vowel Workbook, page 1, vowel ”a” wordlink (further 

instructions for these worksheets are attached) 

Reading : 10 minutes reading with an adult 

 

Gaeilge :  

Bua na cainte : page 57, Cé atá ann? Match the animals and see if you 

remember their names ; an tíogar (tiger), an crogall (crocodile), an 

sioráf (giraffe), an nathar(snake), an eilifint (elephant)  

 

Maths : 

Get a small cup, a jug, a bucket, a lunch box and a drink bottle.  

Estimate how many cups it will take to fill up the jug, bucket, the 

lunch box and the drink bottle.  Then measure with the cup to see if 

your guesses were correct!  

Planet Maths : page 123, fill in the answers to the above activity.  

 

Music: 

Children might like to sing “Baby Shark“ after their fish activity ! ( 

this is on youtube ) https://youtu.be/XqZsoesa55w 

 

 

Religion :  

Revise saying our daily prayers that are on the inside of the Grow in 

Love Activity Book  

___________________________________________________

________________________________ 

https://youtu.be/XqZsoesa55w


 

 

Friday 5th June 

English: 

Spellings: Do a spelling test on the 9 “ot” words.- hot, spot, not, cot, 

lot, shot, rot, dot,trot   Include the sentence “I am not on a hot 

spot”, after the 9 words. 

Writing: Handwriting: Just Handwriting pg 45, capital M  

Reading: Read for 10 minutes 

Phonics: Phonic Workbook Vowels : complete worksheet 2 ( vowel a): 

find rhyming words (see attached letter for further instructions to 

help with this) 

 

Gaeilge: 

Bua na Cainte page 42: Colour using the numbers at the top to help. 

Revise the names of your colours as you do so: glas –green, dubh-

black, gorm-blue, donn-brown, dearg-red, corcra-purple, ban dearg-

pink, oráiste-orange 

Ask the children the questions at the bottom of the page: Cad atá sa 

seomra ? (what is in the room)  Cé atá sa seomra ? (who is in the 

room) 

 

Maths:  

In the maths copy write and complete the following sums : 4+1+2=  

,2+3+3= , 4+0+3=, 2+1+5= , 6+0+3=  (use some counting objects to 

help ) 

 



P.E. 

Twinkl.ie has some great activities for Sports Week that are 

included below   

 

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Phonics    Booklet     Vowels                                           

These worksheets are based on three letter words with each of the 

vowels and have a lot of work in them. Spend time on each activity 

and go slowly.  You may not use them at all and that’s fine.                           

Suggestions: Tell the child that  a  e  i  o and u  are very special 

letters. Ask them to say the name and sound of each one. Take some 

words out of the wordbox  and look for the vowels                  

Wordlink:  Can you see a letter in the top right hand corner? This 

means all the words have the letter a in them. Look at the first 

picture -sound it out –look at the number beside it. Look at the  

cross word, find number one and write the word,  one letter in each 

box, going across.  And so on.  Children need a lot of help with clues 

going down until they get used to linking the words                               

Rhyme Time: This will need a lot of practice. Take it slowly, look at 

the picture CAT sound it out.    Find the word CAT, cover C with 

your finger and sound  AT. Now ask the child to find other words 



that have AT at the end. The worksheet says to join them. I usually 

get the child to put a ring around them in the same colour. Use 

different colours for different endings. Read the words. Write 

them. Read them again Follow the same procedure for other rhyming 

words and pictures. At the end ask child to read each list again 

Wordsearch: Children like searches generally. Ask them to read the 

words as they work on the activity.  

Word shapes: This gives an opportunity to spell the words while 

fitting them into the shapes. Again say the word while writing it 

Race Around: One way of starting this is to find rhyming words and 

put a ring around them. Read these words. Find another group, use a 

different colour and so on.   

Look at the picture, read a word. Can you relate that to the picture? 

If you can put a tick after it. Feel free to colour the picture.    



 



 



 



 

 



 

 



 



 

 

 



 



 

 



 

 



 


